Powder on Wood.
Uralac®

Building a better tomorrow.

Process benefits
No other solution is so simple and fast. Your coating process time will
reduce from days to only 30 minutes. In optimal cases only a single
coating layer is enough for a perfect finish.
This will make the delivery to your customer faster than ever before.
And no inventory is needed while the material is ready to ship
immediately after coating.
At the same time, our solution is clean as it is 100% solid and has no
waste. No water or solvents are released. So no expensive filters are
needed. A move from liquid to powder coating will significantly reduce
your coated m² price.

End-user benefits
• Freedom design
• Quality finish
• Robust and durable
• Humidity resistant
• No delamination
• Scratch resistant
• Stain resistant and easy to clean
• Non-yellowing and UV resistant
(special grades)

Our technologies:
Uralac® Engain, Uralac® Ultra
A full portfolio is available to meet the different needs.
A dedicated list of products for polyester/epoxy based systems:
Uralac® engain product portfolio
Uralac® P 3050
• Very fast cure 3 minutes 150 °C in an IR oven
• Very good storage stability, Tg 67 °C
Uralac® P 3150
• Fast cure 4 minutes 160 °C in an IR oven
• Good storage stability, Tg 63 °C
Uralac® P 3250
• Fast cure 4 minutes 160 °C in an IR oven
• Improved flow, Tg 53 °C

Key sustainable benefits

Solvent
free

Overspray
can be recycled

All products are non-blooming at cure temperature, have
a good flexibility and suitable for heat sensitive substrates.
The polyester/epoxy based systems are very suitable for
fine and coarse textured finishes.
Next to that our Uralac® Ultra technology is in our portfolio
for transparent and very smooth coatings for heat sensitive
substrates. Possible finishes are: Low gloss smooth,
fine and coarse texture, transparent clear coating and
non-yellowing outdoor coatings.
Eco-friendly solution
A 75% reduction of the carbon footprint of your paint
can be realized by using a Uralac® based powder
coating solution when compared to conventional solvent
borne paint.

CFP breakdown for 2 sided coating of 1m² MDF

3 min / 130 °C
Less energy
for curing

Uralac® Ultra delivers
high performance at

75% lower
carbon footprint
compared to solvent
borne coatings

No coating system is more sustainable
than powder coatings based on Uralac®
polyesters or binder systems.
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The huge waste and pollution reduction results in the best
solution for the environment. This is why we can proudly
say that we are building a better tomorrow. Not only does
Uralac® based powder coating give higher quality, it is also
cost effective and has a green proposition all-in-one!

5 billion m2 MDF
manufactured per year
we assume 10% is coated:
0,5 billion m2 coated MDF

0,5 billion m2 MDF coated based on:

Our promise
We offer polyester and binder solutions for quality coatings
at an affordable price and fulfill the needs of customers
who seek for Kitchen, Bathroom furniture and other wooden
furniture applications with a seamless finish that is long
lasting and durable. At the same time these powder coating
solutions are 100% solvent free and eco-friendly.
Our mission
Building a better tomorrow by shaping a more sustainable
coating future together.
Our vision
We want to bring sustainable coating solutions for industrial
finishes. Replacing solvent based coatings and other liquid
solutions. We want to become the #1 choice of finish!
Our team
We provide all expertise and have access to a broad
network of paint manufacturers, equipment suppliers and
line builders and substrate manufacturers. Our experts are
available for you, from technical service, on-site support,
business development and marketing & communications.

Covestro Deutschland AG
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 60
51373 Leverkusen
Germany

www.covestro.com

solvent borne emits

Uralac® Powder on Wood

2,500,000
tons of CO2

500,000
tons of CO2

Save up to
2,000,000 tons of CO2
when switching from solvent borne to Uralac® Powder on Wood

Saving on CO2 emission is equivalent to

CO2 picked up by
3,300 ha forest or 2,3 million trees per year
This is why we can proudly say that we are building a
better tomorrow. Not only does Uralac® Powder on Wood
give higher quality, it can be applied cheaper and has a
green proposition all-in-one!

The manner in which you use our products, technical assistance and information (whether
verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formulations and
recommendations, is beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative that you test our products to
determine suitability for your processing and intended uses. Your analysis must at least include testing
to determine suitability from a technical, health, safety, and environmental and regulatory standpoint.
Such testing has not necessarily been done by Covestro, and Covestro has not obtained any approvals
or licenses for a particular use or application of the product, unless explicitly stated otherwise. If the
intended use of the product is for the manufacture of a pharmaceutical/medicinal product, medical
device1 or of pre-cursor products for medical devices or for other specifically regulated applications
which lead or may lead to a regulatory obligation of Covestro, Covestro must explicitly agree to such
application before the sale. Any samples provided by Covestro are for testing purposes only and not
for commercial use. Unless we otherwise agree in writing, all products are sold strictly pursuant to the
terms of our standard conditions of sale which are available upon request. All information, including
technical assistance is given without warranty or guarantee and is subject to change without notice.
It is expressly understood and agreed by you that you assume and hereby expressly release and
indemnify us and hold us harmless from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection
with the use of our products, technical assistance, and information. Any statement or recommendation
not contained herein is unauthorized and shall not bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a
recommendation to use any product in conflict with any claim of any patent relative to any material
or its use. No license is implied or in fact granted under the claims of any patent. These values are
typical values only. Unless explicitly agreed in written form, they do not constitute a binding material
specification or warranted values.
1Please see the “Guidance on Use of Covestro Products in a Medical Application” document.
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